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IN  THE  COURT  OF  ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR,TEZPUR 

 

Present: -     Md. Darak Ullah, A.J.S. 
  Additional Sessions Judge, 
  Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
 
Committing Magistrate: Sri S.K. Dhar, 
           Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
           Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 Case No. Sessions 170/2012 

               U/s.376/302/201 of  IPC. 

State 

-Vs- 

 
       1.   Sri Chullay Kullu alias Rabi 

  S/o Sri Sukra Kullu 
  Vill: No.1 Chenimari 
  P.S.: Dhekiajuli…….. Accused person.    

 

Advocates appeared:- 

 For the State  :    Sri A. Barua, Ld. Addl. P.P. 

For the accused :    Sri P. Borah, Ld. Legal Aid Counsel. 

 

Date of evidence :    30-8-13,25-11-13,9-1-14,22-5-14,12-8-15,29-9-15, 
        27-9-16. 

Date of argument :    19-12-2016. 

Date of Judgment :    3-1-2017. 

JUDGEMENT  

1.                Brief history of the prosecution case is that on 2-10-2011 at 

about 6 p.m., the victim/deceased, the daughter of informant, was missing 

from her house. On 3-10-2011 at about 5 a.m. one Smti Bijuli Baraik 
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informed the family members of the informant that the dead body of 

victim/deceased was lying in the Dibru Darrang Tea Estate. It is further 

alleged that the informant suspected that accused Challay Kullu had 

committed rape on his daughter and killed her.  

2.                    This Court do not propose to mention the name of the victim 

as Sec.228-A of IPC makes disclosure of identity of the victim of certain 

offences punishable. Printing or publishing any name or any matter which 

may make known the identity of any person against whom offence 

U/s.376, 376-A, 376-B, 376-C, and 376-D is alleged or found to have been 

committed can be punished. The charge in the instant case are U/s.376 of 

IPC along with other offences. Therefore, hereinafter the victim will be 

referred as victim/deceased.              

3.                   An FIR to that effect was filed by informant before Dhekiajuli  

P.S. Accordingly, the O/C, Dhekiajuli P.S. registered the same as Dhekiajuli  

P.S. case no. 411/11 U/s.376/302/201 of  IPC. 

4.                  After investigation, the investigating agency has submitted 

charge-sheet against accused Challay Kullu U/s 376/302/201 of  IPC.  

5.                  On appearance of the accused person, the copy was furnished 

to him and the case was committed to the court of Sessions as per 

Sections 209 Cr.P.C, by Sri S.K. Dhar, Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur  and thereafter this case is transferred to this Court for trial.  

6.                   After going through the materials on record, including the 

report U/s 173 Cr.P.C and after hearing both sides, my ld. predecessor was 

pleased to frame charge U/s 376/302/201 of IPC against the accused 

person. The contents of the charges were read over and explained to the 

accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

7.                    During trial, prosecution has examined as many as 15 

(fifteen) witnesses in the form of-  

   PW-1 Smti Rina Gowala 

 PW-2 Smti Bijuli Baraik 

      PW-3  Smti Anita Karmakar 

      PW-4 Sri Tek Bahadur Pradhan    

      PW-5 Smti Pramila Karmakar 

     PW6  Smti Seeta Pradhan 

      PW-7 Sri Biswanath Topno 

      PW-8 Sri Silash Kullu 
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 PW-9 Smti Sunita Kullu 

           PW 10 Sri Surjyaman Pradhan 

                 PW11 Sri Bhumik Narayan Pradhan 

         PW 12 Dr. Achinya Kr. Baruah 

PW13 Mrs. Renu Borah 

                         PW 14 Sri Maheswar Saikia, S.I. of Police. 

                  PW 15 Sri Mohan Kalita, S.I. of Police 

           Prosecution has also exhibited some documents and the seized materials.  

8.                Prosecution evidence was closed. Statement of the accused                     

person recorded U/s 313 Cr.P.C. The accused person denied the allegation 

in toto and declined to adduce evidence in defence.  

9.                Heard argument of both side. Ld. Addl.P.P. has submitted that 

the prosecution has been able to prove the charges against the accused 

person beyond all reasonable doubt.  The offence is against a minor girl 

aged 7 years and as such Ld. Addl.P.P. has submitted to adequately punish 

the guilty. On the other hand, ld. defence counsel has submitted that the 

accused is innocent and has been in jail hazot for last several years and he 

is having his wife and minor children and as such prays for his acquittal.   

10. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

(i) Whether the accused person, in between 6 p.m. of 2-10-11 and 5 a.m. 

of 3-10-11, committed rape on the victim/deceased  who was aged 

about 7 years at village No.1 Chenimari under Dhekiajuli PS  and 

thereby committed an offence punishable under section 376 of  IPC.  

(ii) Whether the accused person, on the same date, time and place, 

committed murder by intentionally causing death of the 

victim/deceased and thereby committed an offence punishable under 

section 302 of  IPC.   

(iii) Whether the accused person, on the same date, time and place, , 

knowing that certain offence i.e. murder, punishable with death or 

imprisonment for life, has been committed, caused certain  evidence of 

the said offence to disappear with an intention to screening himself 

from legal punishment, and thereby committed an offence punishable 

under section 201 of  IPC. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

11.        Let me discuss the relevant portion of the evidence on record to 

decide the point No.10 (i), (ii) and(iii).  
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12.        PW12 12 Dr. Achintya Kumar Baruah, Medical Officer, has stated in 

his evidence that on 3-10-11 at 1:30 p.m. he conducted post mortem on 

the dead body of the deceased, aged 7 years,  in connection with 

Dhekiajuli PS case No.411/11  and found the followings : 

(1) Abrasion under chin and right side of neck. Frothy secretion 

from the nostril and mouth and there was multiple abrasion 

on the right hand.  

(2) Laceration on the vaginal canal with bleeding, other organs 

were healthy. Injuries were antimortem in nature and caused 

by rape and throatling.  

                  He opined that death was due to asphyxia as a result of 

throatling following rape. He has proved the post mortem report as Ext.4 

wherein Ext.4(1) is his signature and Ext.4(2) is the signature of Jt. 

Director of Health Services. 

13.                  PW 13 Mrs. Renu Borah, has stated in her evidence that on    

19-10-2011 she was working as Junior Scientific Officer, Serology Division, 

Directorate of Forensic Science at Kahilipara, and on that day she received 

a parcel, in connection with Dhekiajuli PS case No.411/11,  from Director 

which consisted the following 3 exhibits. 

(i) Ext. – Marked as A- contains one blue colour under wear with stain of 

suspected blood and semen, seizure list No.1 Sero 2896A. 

(ii) Ext. Marked as B contains one blue colour jeans half pant with stain of 

suspected blood and semen, seizure No. 2 Sero -2896 B. 

(iii) Ext. Marked as B contains one black colour long pant with stain of 

suspected blood and semen. Seizure No.3 Sero – 2896 C.  

Result of the examination :   (1) Ext. No.Sero 2896A gave positive test 

for human blood and semen and (2) Ext. No. Sero -2896 B and Ext.No. 

Sero 2896 C gave negative test for presence of human blood and 

semen.   

She has proved the forensic report as Ext.5 wherein Ext.5(1) is her 

signature. She has also proved the letter of Director, Forensic Science 

as Ext.6 and Ext.6(1) is the signature of the Director, Forensic Science. 

14.                      During cross examination she has stated that in Ext.6 she 

has not mentioned specifically the Ext. No.2896 A,B,C but she has 

mentioned return of three Exhibits under vide No.DFS 161/11/2192/Sero 
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2896 dated 4-11-11. She has denied the defence suggestion that the 

exhibits concerned did not contain suspected blood.   

15.                      PW14 Sri Maheswar Saikia, Investigating Officer, has 

narrated various stages of investigation conducted by him. He has also 

proved two seizure lists, inquest report, sketch map, dead body challan, 

and  FIR, GDE No. 82 dated 3-10-2011 as Ext.1, Ext.2, Ext.3, Ext.7, Ext.8, 

Ext.10 and Ext.11 respectively. He has also proved the forwarding letter of 

seized clothes to FSL as Ext.9 wherein Ext.9(1) is the signature of Addl.S.P. 

He has also proved one half pant, one black colour long pant and one 

sporting (T-shirt) as Material Ext.1 and one blue colour panty as Material 

Ext.2 which were seized by him. 

16.                      During cross examination he has stated that GDE No.82 

dated 3-10-2011 was made on the information regarding death of a 7 

years old girl. He further stated in his cross that the panty which he seized 

was not torn.  He also searched the house of the accused and seized 

sporting and half pant and long pant from inside the house of the accused 

as shown by the wife of the accused.  

17.                      PW 15 Sri Mohan Kalita, S.I. of police in his evidence has 

stated that he only submitted the charge sheet against the accused 

U/s.376/302/201 of IPC. He has proved the charge sheet as Ext.10 

(renumbered as Ext.12) wherein Ext.10(1) [renumbered as Ext.12(1)] is his 

signature.  

18.                      P.W.1  Smti Rina Gowala, in her evidence, has stated that 

on the day of incident, in the evening, she was coming from shop. At that 

time she saw the accused taking the victim holding her hand. The accused 

asked her where she had gone.  

19.                      During cross examination she has stated that when she 

went to the shop, there was no other customer except her. She further 

stated that when she met the accused there was none on the road. The 

road continues after the shop towards tea garden and line residence. She 

denied the defence suggestion that it was dark at that time and she could 

not fully recognize the people. She also denied that the deceased was not 

with the accused at that time.   

20.                        PW 2  Smti Bijuli Baraik, in her evidence stated that on the 

date of incident, in the morning she went to answer the call of nature near 
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the river. At that time, near the garden, she found the deceased lying 

dead. She informed the parents of the deceased.  

21.                      During cross examination she has stated that she cannot 

say how the dead body was lying there and who had kept the dead body 

there. 

22.                      PW 3 Smti Anita Karmakar has stated in her evidence that 

when she was going to the house of her paternal aunt in the late evening, 

she saw accused Chullay Kullu and the deceased. He was holding the hand 

of the deceased and going towards his house.  

23.                      During cross examination she has stated that she was going 

alone to her aunt‟s house.  She further stated that besides the accused and 

the deceased she did not find any other person.   

24.                     PW4  Sri Tek Bahdur Pradhan, informant, has stated in his 

evidence that on the date of incident, in the evening he could not find his 

daughter/deceased in his house. Accused Chullay Kullu came and called 

him at about 3 a.m. but he did not go with him. Thereafter, at about                

5 a.m. he went to the house of Chullay Kullu and searched for her 

everywhere. When he was returning home, his niece told him to go to the 

house of Chullay Kullu to bring his daughter. He came home and found his 

daughter lying dead on his compound, who was brought by his nephew, on 

being shown by PW2 Bijuli.  He filed FIR in the police station. Police came 

and seized one blue colour panty of his daughter. Police also held inquest 

on the dead body of his daughter. He came to know that accused Chullay 

Kullu took his daughter and committed rape on her and killed her.  

25.                   In his cross examination he has stated that Anita Karmakar 

told him that she had seen accused Chullay Kullu  taking his daughter on 

the previous night, so he suspected the accused to have committed rape 

and murder. He further stated in his cross that Bhumiz Pradhazn, Bhakta 

Tanti, Bijoy Karmakar, Khagen Tanti etc. also saw his daughter with the 

accused.     

26.                  PW 5  Smti Pramila Karmakar has stated in her evidence that 

on the date of occurrence at about 3 p.m. she came home from market. At 

that time, the deceased and her daughter Marami Karmakar were playing 

together and Jiten, Chullay Kullu and another person came and started 

taking wine in her house. Thereafter, the deceased told her that she would 

go home and take rice. At about 6/7 p.m., mother of the deceased Sita 
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Pradhan came to her house and enquired about her daughter. She told her 

that she had already left from her house. She further stated that accused 

Chullay Kullu, Jiten and another had left her house after the departure of 

the deceased. On the next day she came to know that accused Chullay 

Kullu had committed the offence by killing her and she was found dead in 

the garden.  

 
27.                   In her cross examination she has stated that immediately after 

the deceased went away, the accused and other two also left her house.  

28.                   PW 6  Smti Seeta Pradhan, in her evidence, has stated that  

on the date of incident at about ¾ p.m. her daughter had gone to play 

with her friend Marami‟s house. When she went to see her daughter 

playing, Chullay Kullu and two others were also having wine in the house 

of Pramila Karmakar. When her daughter did not come home till dusk, she 

went in search of her in the house of Pramila and Pramila told her that her 

daughter had already left her house. At that time two persons were 

consuming wine. They searched for her daughter till 1 a.m. at night. At 

about 3 a.m. Chullay Kullu came to her house and told them that they 

should again go in search of her daughter.  In the morning when she came 

back from her mother‟s house, she saw a lot of people in her compound. 

She came to know that Chullay Kullu had killed her daughter. The other 

children told her that Chullay Kullu had taken her daughter by catching her 

hand.  

29.               In cross examination she has stated that when they had gone for 

search till 1 a.m., at that time house of Chullay Kullu was also searched but 

he was not found. She denied the defence suggestion that accused has not 

committed the act of killing her daughter as there was blood stain on his 

cloth. She further stated that her daughter had injury of scratch marks on 

her both hands. Blood stain also found on her clothes and her pants were 

full of blood.    

30.                   PW7  Sri Biswanath Topno has stated in his evidence that he 

came to know that daughter of Tek Bahadur Pradhan was found injured in 

the Dibru Darrang Tea Estate. Then he immediately went to the house of 

Tek Bahadur  and saw the dead body of the deceased in the compound. 

He also saw that the village people had confined  the accused Chullay 

Kulla. He informed police. Police came and seized wet clothes, i.e. one 
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jeans pant, one round neck sporting and one black long pant  of Chullay 

Kulla from his house vide Ext.1 and Ext.2 wherein Ext.1(1) and Ext.2(1) are 

his signature. He has proved the articles as Material Ext.1 and Material 

Ext.2.   

31.                  During cross examination he has stated that as per statement 

of the villagers, accused Chullay Kulla was seen by some people in the 

previous evening of the incident.  He has further stated that police opened 

the panty from the body of the deceased.  

32.                  PW 8 Sri Sailash Kulla has stated in his evidence that he came 

to know from the villagers that there was some „hulla‟ that a small child 

was raped and killed by the accused.  Along with police he went to the 

house of the accused wherefrom  police had seized some clothes. He saw 

the seized clothes in the court. 

33.                PW9  Smti Sunita Kulla has stated in her evidence that  the 

clothes seen in the court were seized by police. Her husband had kept the 

clothes hanging inside the room after taking bath. 

34.                PW10 Sri Surjyaman Pradhan has stated in his evidence that the  

victim was untraced from the evening and on the next morning she was 

found inside the premises of Dibru Darrang Tea Estate. His uncle told him 

that the accused had committed rape on his sister and killed her. Some 

persons saw her with the accused and he had taken her in the previous 

evening. Police came and went to the house of the accused. Police seized 

some clothes of the accused from his house. He has proved the seizure list 

as Ext.1 wherein Ext.1(2) is his signature.  

35.                 In his cross examination he has stated that  he heard about the 

incident from others.  

36.                  PW 11 Sri Bhumik Narayan Pradhan has stated in his evidence 

that about three years back the accused had committed rape and murder 

of his cousin sister/deceased. Police came and conducted inquest and 

arrested the accused Chullay Kullu. He has proved the seizure list  and 

inquest report as Ext.2 and Ext.3 wherein Ext.2(2) and Ext.3(2) are his 

signatures.  

37.                Appreciating the available evidence on record it is found that 

PW12 Dr. Achintya Kumar Baruah has stated in his evidence that on 3-10-

11 at 1:30 p.m. he had conducted post mortem examination at Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital,  on the dead body of the victim/deceased,  in connection 
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with Dhekiajuli PS case No.411/11. The deceased was escorted by 

Constable Upen Kalita and identified by Teg Bahadur Pradhan.   On 

examination he found the followings :                    

(1) Abrasion under chin and right side of neck. Frothy secretion from 

the nostril and mouth and there was multiple abrasion on the right 

hand.  

(2)  Laceration on the vaginal canal with bleeding, other organs were 

healthy. Injuries were antimortem in nature and caused by rape 

and throttling.  

He opined that death was due to asphyxia as a result throatling following 

rape. 

                  He has proved the post mortem report as Ext.4 wherein Ext.4(1) 

is his signature.  

38.                 Although PW 12 has stated during his cross examination that he 

had not mentioned as to whether the injury of chin and right side of the 

neck was old or new and that  frothy secretion  can be caused due to food 

poisoning but the defence failed to rebut the cause of death due to 

asphyxia. So far as causing of rape is concerned, let me discuss the said 

part of the opinion of the doctor, the PW12, at a later stage.  

39.                       Now, let me discuss the relevant portion of the evidence on 

record in respect of seizure and examination of the wearing apparels of the 

deceased/victim.   

40.                      PW4 Tek Bahadur Pradhan, the father of the deceased, has 

stated that police had seized one blue colour panty of his daughter, the 

deceased. He has confirmed during cross examination, that the panty is 

present in the court which was  wearing at that time by the deceased.  

41.                      PW6 Smti Seeta Pradhan, the mother of the deceased, 

during cross examination has stated that  the pants of the deceased was 

full of blood and the deceased had injury of scratch mark on her both 

hands. PW7  Biswanath Topno has also proved the panty as Material Ext.2 

which was seized by police vide Ext.2, the seizure list wherein Ext.2(1) is 

his signature. During cross examination,  PW7  confirmed  that the panty 

(M. Ext.2) was seized by police from the dead body of the victim/deceased.  

42.                       PW14, Maheswar Saikia, the investigating officer, has 

stated in his evidence that he had seized one blue colour panty (under 
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wear)  which was taken off from the body of the deceased. He has proved 

the said seizure list as Ext.2 wherein Ext.2(3) is his signature. He has 

further stated that vide Ext.9 Addl.S.P. P.K. Nath had sent the seized 

clothes to forensic laboratory. He has also proved the seized blue coloured 

panty as Material Ext.2. Although a suggestion was put to the investigating 

officer, the PW 14 that the deceased was not wearing the seized clothes 

but the defence has failed to rebut the above evidence of the PW4, PW6, 

PW7 and PW14 as well as the contents of the Ext.2. 

43.                       From the above evidence on record it is proved beyond 

doubt that Material Ext.2 was the blue coloured panty with blood stain  

which was seized vide Ext. No.2 from the body of the deceased and was 

sent to FSL for examination.  

44.                       PW 13 Mrs. Renu Borah , Junior Scientific Officer, Serology 

Division, Directorate of Forensic Science, Kahilipara, Guwahati Assam 

received the seized clothes of  Ext. – Marked as  A- contains one blue 

colour under wear with stain of suspected blood and semen, seizure list 

No.1 Sero 2896A. Result shows that Exhibit No.1 Sero 2896A i.e. in respect 

of blue panty gave positive test for human blood and semen. She has 

proved the report as Ext.5 wherein Ext.5(1) is her signature. She has also 

proved the letter authorizing her, by the Director, to conduct the 

examination as Ext.6. 

45.                     Although some suggestion were put that the exhibits does 

not contain suspected blood but the defence has failed to rebut the oral 

and documentary evidence of the PW13 and Ext.5. 

 
46.                     From the discussion of the above evidence on record it is 

proved that the blue panty (under wear) was seized from the body of the 

deceased and on examination the same was found containing human blood 

and semen. In view of the above evidence, the opinion of the doctor, 

PW12, that the death was due to asphyxia as a result of throatling 

following rape becomes believable to this court and I do not find any 

reason to disbelieve the above oral and documentary evidence.  

 
47.                   Now, from the above discussion it is found that prosecution 

has been able to prove that the victim died due to asphyxia as a result of 

throatling following rape.  It is also proved that there were injuries on chin, 
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right side of neck, right hand.  There was laceration on the vaginal canal 

with bleeding. It was further proved that the injuries were antemortem in 

nature and caused by throatling following rape. Inflicting injuries on the 

body of the victim including her private parts, rape and throatling can only 

be committed by human being and not otherwise.  

48.                   Now let me scrutinize the available evidence on record to find 

out the offender as to who had caused the death of the deceased. PW6 

Smti. Seeta Pradhan, the mother of the victim/deceased  has stated in her 

evidence that she had gone to the house of Marami to see her daughter, 

the deceased who was playing there and also saw the accused and two 

others taking wine in the house of Pramila Karmakar, the PW5, mother of 

Marami.  

49.                     The above evidence is supported by the PW5. During cross 

examination PW5 has reiterated that immediately after the departure of 

the deceased from their house, the accused and other two left her house. 

The defence has failed to rebut the above evidence during cross 

examination to the  above witnesses. 

50.                     PW1 Smti Rina Gowala in her evidence has stated that she 

was coming from the shop in the evening and at that time she saw the 

accused taking the victim by holding her hand. PW3 Smti Anita Karmakar  

also saw the accused holding the hand of the victim/deceased and going 

towards his house.  The defence, by way of cross examination, has failed 

to rebut the above incriminating evidence. The defence also failed to 

substantiate as to why PW1, PW3, PW5 and PW6 will make such 

incriminating evidence falsely against the accused.  

51.                    In view of the above position, I do not find any justifiable 

reason to disbelieve the above evidence to prove that the accused was 

found in the evening of 2-10-11 on the road of Chenimari gaon, holding 

the hand of the victim, a girl aged 7 years. 

52.                      It is evident from the evidence of the above witnesses that 

the victim/deceased went to the house of PW5 in the afternoon and played 

there. Thereafter she left the house of PW5 and after her departure the 

accused, who had been taking wine in the house of PW5, left the place and 

the accused was seen on the road holding the hand of the 

victim/deceased.  
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53.                      That apart, PW6 has stated in her evidence that the accused 

at 3 a.m. went to their house and told them that they should search for the 

victim. PW4  during her cross examination has confirmed the version of the 

PW6. The above evidence of the PW6 and PW4 remains unrebutted. The 

above suspicious conduct of the accused at 3 a.m. in the morning added 

fuel to the prosecution story of pointing guilt towards the accused.   

 
54.                    Thereafter, it is proved beyond doubt, that the victim/ 

deceased was found death and the cause of death is due to asphyxia as a 

result of throatling following rape. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in 

“State of Punjab vs. Ramdev Singh” reported in 2004 (1) SCC 421 

was pleased to observe that “Sexual violence apart from being a 

dehumanizing act is an unlawful intrusion on the right of privacy and 

sanctity of a female. It is a serious blow to her supreme honour and 

offends her self-esteem and dignity. It degrades and humiliates the victim 

and where the victim is a helpless innocent child or a minor, it  leaves 

behind a  traumatic experience. A rapist not only causes physical injuries 

but  more indelibly leaves a scar on the most cherished possession of a 

woman i.e. her dignity, honour, reputation and not the least her chastity. 

Rape is not only a crime against the person of a woman, it is a crime 

against the entire society.” In the instant case, the victim was of 7 years 

girl and  such incident certainly leaves traumatic scenario in the minds of 

the other minors.  

 
55.                     The Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of Sri 

Bodhisattwa Gautam v. Miss Subhra Chakraborty reported in AIR 

1996 SC 922 was pleased to observe that such offence destroys entire 

psychology of woman and pushes her into deep emotional crisis. It was 

further observed that the rape is, therefore, the most hatred crime and it is 

a crime against basic human rights, and is also violative of the victim‟s 

most cherished of the Fundamental Rights namely, the Rights to Life 

contained in Article 21 of the Constitution.  

 
56.                 In view of the provisions of law and interpretation and 

observations of the Hon‟ble Supreme Court, in the above cases and in 

plethora of judgments dealing with crime against woman, it is seen that 

the evidences are to be thoroughly scrutinized to come to a decision in 
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respect of the charges. After going through the available evidence on 

record we can deduce the following scenario which the prosecution has 

been able to prove in this case.  

 
              Scenario No.-I : The victim went to the house of her friend 

Marami wherein she played and the accused person was present there 

taking wine in the house of Marami.  

     Scenario No.-II : The victim left the house of Marami and 

immediately after her departure the accused also left the house of Marami 

wherein he had been taking wine.  

     Scenario No.III : In the Chenimarigaon road i.e. the road for 

the house of the victim and the accused, the accused was found holding 

the hand of the victim/deceased.  

      Scenario No.IV : The victim/deceased was found dead near 

the garden. 

      Scenario No.V : The victim/deceased  was having injuries on 

her body including injuries on her private parts and her under wear 

(panty) contains human blood and semen.  

     Scenario No.VI : The cause of death is due to asphyxia as a 

result throatling following rape. 

57.                    The evidence on record, already discussed above, proves the 

above scenario and further proved beyond doubt that it is the accused and 

the accused alone responsible for committing rape and killing the 

victim/deceased.  

 

58.                   Therefore, upon consideration of the available oral and 

documentary evidence it is proved beyond reasonable doubt that the 

accused has committed rape upon the victim/deceased and killed her by 

throatling.  

 
59.                     So far as the offence U/s.201 of IPC is concerned, in the 

instant case the only allegation of the prosecution is based upon the    

evidence in respect of washing his cloth by the accused. Taking bath is a 

natural phenomena and as such the same alone cannot be a ground to 

come to a conclusion of guilt of the accused that he had caused 

disappearance of the evidence of the crime. Therefore, I have come to a 
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conclusion that the prosecution has failed to prove the offence U/s.201 of 

IPC against the accused.  

60.                      From the above discussion and appreciation of the oral and 

documentary evidence on record, I have come to the conclusion that 

prosecution has been able to prove the offence U/s. 376/302 of IPC 

against the accused person Chullay Kullu beyond all reasonable doubt and 

accordingly he is  convicted for the offence  U/s.376/302  of IPC.  

61.           Upon consideration of nature and gravity of offence and 

circumstances of its commission, I am of the opinion that the accused is not 

entitled to    the benefit of Probation of Offenders Act, 1958.  

O  R  D  E  R 

62.             In result, accused Chullay Kullu alias Rabi is convicted 

U/s.376/302 of IPC.                         

63.             Heard the accused person on the point of proposed 

sentence, as per Sec.235(2) of Cr.P.C., to which the accused   prayed for 

mercy on the ground that he is having his wife and his three minor 

children, and he is the sole earning member of his family. The above 

sentence hearing is reduced into writing and kept with the record. 

64.                        Upon consideration of the nature and gravity of offence 

and its implications upon the society in general and the female in particular 

and  also upon consideration of the submissions of the accused person, 

during sentence hearing, I do not find it a fit case to provide leniency in 

respect of punishment. Accordingly,  the convicted accused person namely 

Chullay Kullu  alias Rabi is sentenced to undergo R.I. for life and fine of                     

Rs. 5,000.00(Rupees five thousand)   i/d S.I. for 3 (three)  months   for the 

offence U/s.376 of IPC and R.I. for life and fine of Rs. 5,000.00(Rupees 

five thousand)   i/d S.I. for 3 (three)  months   for the offence U/s.302 of 

IPC. Both the sentences shall run concurrently.  

65.                    The period of detention already undergone by the convicted 

accused person, during investigation and trial, be set off from the period of 

sentence of imprisonment as per Sec.428 of Cr.P.C. 

66.                    In the instant case it is proved that the victim/deceased was 

a minor, aged 7 years and was a victim of crime and as such the victim is 

required to be compensated as per Sec.357(A) of Cr.P.C. as well as   the 

Assam Victim Compensation Scheme, 2012. Sec.2 (wa) of Cr.P.C. and 
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Clause 2(f) of  the Assam Victim Compensation Scheme, 2012 defines 

“victim” as a person who has suffered any loss or  injury caused by reason 

of the act or omission for which the accused has been charged and the 

expression “victim” includes his or her guardian or legal heir. Therefore, I 

am of the opinion that the legal heir of the deceased is entitled to 

compensation U/s.357 (A) of Cr.P.C. Accordingly, recommendation is made 

for adequate compensation to the legal heir of the victim  to be determined 

by District Legal Services Authority as per Sec.357(A) of Cr.P.C. and  the 

Assam Victim Compensation Scheme, 2012.   

67.               The seized materials  be destroyed in due course.  

68.               The case record of G.R. case No.2135/11 along with the case 

diary be sent back to the Court of the Ld. Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur,Tezpur with a copy of this judgment.    

69.               A free copy of the judgment be furnished to the accused person 

forthwith as per Sec.363 of Cr.P.C. 

70.               A copy of this judgment along with a copy of the FIR and charge 

sheet be transmitted to the Secretary, District Legal Services Authority, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur to facilitate the District Legal Services Authority, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur to determine the quantum of compensation as discussed above.  

71.               A copy of the judgment be forwarded to the District Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur as per Sec.365 of Cr.P.C.          

72.               Given under the hand and seal of this Court on this 3rd day of 

January, 2017. 

 

(D. Ullah) 
Additional Sessions Judge,  
     Sonitpur,Tezpur 

Dictated and corrected by me 

 

         ( D. Ullah) 
Additional Sessions Judge, 
      Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Transcribed & typed by  

     Dipankar Nath 

      Stenographer 
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APPENDIX 
 

Prosecution witnesses: 
 
 PW-1 Smti Rina Gowala 

 PW-2 Smti Bijuli Baraik 

 PW-3  Smti Anita Karmakar 

 PW-4 Sri Tek Bahadur Pradhan    

 PW-5 Smti Pramila Karmakar 

 PW6  Smti Seeta Pradhan 

 PW-7 Sri Biswanath Topno 

 PW-8 Sri Silash Kullu 

 PW-9 Smti Sunita Kullu 

 PW 10 Sri Surjyaman Pradhan 

  PW11 Sri Bhumik Narayan Pradhan 

 PW 12 Dr. Achinya Kr. Baruah 

PW13 Mrs. Renu Borah 

 PW 14 Sri Maheswar Saikia, S.I. of Police. 

PW 15 Sri Mohan Kalita, S.I. of Police 

Prosecution Exhibits : 
          Exhibit-1……  Seizure list. 
          Exhibit-2……  Seizure list. 

Exhibit 3….   Inquest report. 
Exhibit 4…… Post mortem report. 
Exhibit 5…..  FSL report. 
Exhibit6….    Forwarding letter of Director, FSL. 
Exhibit 7….   Sketch map 
Exhibit 8… .  Dead body challan 
Exhibit 9  :   Letter of Addl.S.P. 
Exhibit 10…. FIR.  
Exhibit 11  .. Extract copy of GDE No.82 dated 3-10-11. 
Exhibit 12 :   Charge sheet (remarked).  

           M. Ext. 1…   one half pant, one black colour long pant, one sporting                    
(T shirt) 

M. Ext.2  ….  one blue colour panty.  
 
Defence Witnesses: 

Nil  
 

Defence Exhibits:  
 

Nil                              ( D. Ullah) 
            Addl.  Sessions Judge,   
                            Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 


